Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Mega- or meta-analytic studies (e.g. genome-wide association (GWA) studies) are increasingly used in behavior genetics. Because phenotypes have not always been assessed similarly across cohorts (and sometimes not even within cohorts), measures need to be harmonized, that is, phenotypic scores need to be made comparable such that data from individuals who were assessed by different inventories can be compared meaningfully. Such harmonization then enables fixed effect meta-analytic analyses (Hedges and Vevea [@CR15]). Meta-analytic studies are required when effect sizes are small such as for complex human traits. For example, GWA studies for psychiatric disorders have led to important discoveries, but for many disorders, individual variants typically explain less than 1 % of the heritability, although in unison they can explain quite a large proportion of phenotypic variation (Craddock et al. [@CR5]; Lee et al. [@CR22]; Ripke et al. [@CR31]; Sullivan et al. [@CR36]). Sample size determines the number of significant loci discovered (Sullivan et al. [@CR36]), so that meta-analysis of results is the gold standard. Consortium GWA studies for traits such as height and body-mass index now report sample sizes of \>100,000 (Berndt et al. [@CR2]; Lango Allen and et al. [@CR20]; Speliotes et al. [@CR35]). Consortia for psychiatric disorders and behavioral traits have also been formed, with sample sizes increasing rapidly to hundreds of thousands (Rietveld et al. [@CR29]; Ripke et al. [@CR30]; Wray et al. [@CR45]), leading to the discovery of novel loci for psychiatric disorders and educational attainment. Thus, large sample sizes are essential for behavioral phenotypes.

A meta-analysis of behavioral measures will have most power if the same reliable and valid measurement instrument is administered in all cohorts. In practice, however, different instruments are often used, and, even when the instrument is the same, translations into different languages may cause problems. To tackle the problem that different inventories may not assess the same phenotype, we demonstrate how Item-Response Theory (IRT) test linking can be applied to map item data from different inventories to a common metric. We conduct such an analysis for Neuroticism and Extraversion personality traits, based on data from the Genetics of Personality Consortium (GPC). If different inventories indeed measure the same phenotype, the only requirement for this approach is that multiple inventories have been administered in at least a subset of individuals. That is, in order to be able to harmonize across different inventories, some participants must have filled in multiple inventories so that they can function as a "bridge" between inventories. This can be done if we assume that the true phenotype (personality) does not change between the multiple assessments. If this can be assumed, then for all individuals in the different (sub-)cohorts, a score on the latent construct can be estimated based on all available item data for that person. The IRT-based score estimates for Neuroticism and Extraversion can subsequently be meta-analyzed to assess heritability, or can be used as phenotypes in GWA or brain-imaging studies.

This IRT approach has multiple advantages. First, within each cohort there is increased measurement reliability, because when multiple inventories have been administered to the same individual, scores can be estimated using the items from all relevant inventories. In addition, items can be differentially and optimally weighted if necessary, and items that do not fit the measurement model can be identified and omitted, thereby increasing power. Subgroups of individuals that were assessed with only a subset of items can now also be included in the study. Moreover, the IRT approach can statistically evaluate the extent to which different inventories actually measure the same construct. Lastly, IRT enables researchers to determine the extent of measurement invariance across cohorts: can scores across cohorts be quantitatively compared and therefore pooled and meaningfully used in a meta-analysis?

Applying the IRT method to Neuroticism and Extraversion is especially relevant for the field of behavior genetics, as these personality traits are correlated with numerous other traits and disorders, not only phenotypically but also genetically (Heath et al. [@CR14]; Hopwood et al. [@CR16]; Klein et al. [@CR19]; Markon et al. [@CR25]; Samuel and Widiger [@CR32]). For example, Neuroticism is highly related to a variety of psychiatric disorders, including major depression and borderline personality disorder (Distel et al. [@CR9]; Kendler and Myers [@CR18]), and Extraversion is associated with alcohol use (Dick et al. [@CR8]). Earlier GWA studies of personality (De Moor et al. [@CR7]; Service et al. [@CR33]; Shifman et al. [@CR34]; Terracciano et al. [@CR37]; van den Oord et al. [@CR41]) focused on single inventories, hence hampering sample size, and few, if any, genome-wide significant loci were detected. Large sample sizes are needed, which can be achieved by pooling results from multiple inventories.

This study included data obtained from 160,958 individuals from 23 cohorts, of which 6 were twin cohorts. Neuroticism and Extraversion were assessed by 9 different personality inventories; 7 cohorts assessed more than one inventory. The first objective was to determine the feasibility of the IRT approach in linking Neuroticism and Extraversion item data from different inventories: to what extent do the different inventories measure the same constructs? For instance, Harm Avoidance correlates moderately high with Neuroticism (r = 0.5--0.6) (De Fruyt et al. [@CR6]). Therefore, we expect that mapping item data from Harm Avoidance with Neuroticism will be less perfect than mapping Neuroticism item data from other personality inventories (e.g. EPQ versus NEO neuroticism). We expect that this is even more the case for mapping Reward Dependence with Extraversion. Here we determine to what extent cross-inventory mapping is feasible, for the purpose of a GWAS meta-analysis in mind. The second objective was to test for measurement invariance across cohorts, and the third objective was to establish the heritability of the harmonized Neuroticism and Extraversion scores in the six participating twin cohorts. Sex differences in the genetic background of Neuroticism and Extraversion were studied, as well as the contribution of non-additive genetic factors. The contribution of non-additive genetic factors to variation in personality traits has been extensively discussed in the literature (Keller et al. [@CR17]), but their assessment requires a large sample (Posthuma and Boomsma [@CR27]). Lastly, we studied the theoretical increase in power of finding a quantitative trait locus due to the harmonization of phenotypes in two large cohorts.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Cohorts {#Sec3}
-------

Twenty-three cohorts of the GPC were included in this study (for detailed descriptions, see Supplementary Materials Online). Seventeen cohorts originated from Europe, 4 cohorts were from the USA and 2 cohorts from Australia. Most cohorts are large epidemiological studies. Some of the cohorts focused on specific birth cohorts and/or recruited individuals of specific regions in the country (e.g. ERF, VIS, KORCULA, NBS, LBC1921, LBC1936 and HBCS), or targeted twins and their family members (QIMR cohorts, NTR, MCTFR, STR, Finnish Twin Cohort). Three cohorts were designed to include cases and controls for Nicotine dependence, Alcoholism or Mood and Anxiety disorders (respectively, COGEND, SAGE-COGA and NESDA). The data collection in some of the cohorts is longitudinal in nature.

Personality assessment {#Sec4}
----------------------

Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 3 give an overview of the personality inventories administered in each cohort. The Supplementary Materials Online describes these inventories in detail. For the Neuroticism analysis, we included all Neuroticism items from the NEO, the International Personality Item Pool (IPIP) and Eysenck (EPQ, EPI, ABV) inventories, the Harm Avoidance (HA) items from the Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI), and the Negative Emotionality (NEM) items (excluding the aggression items) from the Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ). The Neuroticism scales of the NEO, IPIP and Eysenck inventories consist of different items, but there is strong overlap in item content and the sum scores correlate highly across inventories (Aluja et al. [@CR1]; Draycott and Kline [@CR10]; Larstone et al. [@CR21]). HA correlates most strongly with Neuroticism (as assessed with the NEO-PI-R or EPQ-R) (De Fruyt et al. [@CR6]; Gillespie et al. [@CR11]). NEM corresponds most closely to Neuroticism, although NEM is a broader concept because it also includes items about aggressive behavior.

For the Extraversion analysis, all Extraversion items from the NEO, IPIP and Eysenck inventories were analyzed, a selection of Reward Dependence (RD) items from the TCI, and the Positive Emotionality (PEM) items from the MPQ. Extraversion sum scores derived from the NEO, IPIP and Eysenck inventories correlate highly across inventories (Aluja et al. [@CR1]; Draycott and Kline [@CR10]; Larstone et al. [@CR21]). The relationship between Extraversion and the temperament traits is less clear, but Extraversion correlates strongest with RD (De Fruyt et al. [@CR6]; Gillespie et al. [@CR11]). Based on the item correlations among the RD items with the Extraversion items from the NEO-PI-R and EPQ in the HBCS, PAGES and QIMR adults cohorts, we decided to include a subset of RD items that correlated strongest with the Extraversion items (see Supplementary Fig. 3 for number of items included and Supplementary Table 2 for overview of the items).

Estimating Neuroticism and Extraversion scores {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------

The harmonization goal is to estimate personality scores that are not biased by the number of items and the specific inventory used. In the field of IRT, such harmonization is termed 'test linking'. By fitting IRT models (Lord [@CR24]) to item data, personality scores can be estimated conditional on the observed items and their respective item parameters. This leads to personality scores for individuals that are comparable irrespective of what items were assessed in a particular individual. For example, image an intelligence assessment: If we know that items 1--10 are very easy test items, and items 11--20 are very difficult, we are pretty confident that a person that scores 1 on the items 1--10 is less bright than a person that scores 9 on items 11--20. The exact knowledge of the difficulties of the 20 items allows us to estimate the difference in intelligence.

A basic IRT model assumes a one-dimensional latent variable representing the trait that predicts the probability of a certain response on a particular item: the higher the latent trait value, the higher the probability of a high score on the item. Item parameters determine the exact relationship between the latent trait and the probability of the response to a particular item. The so-called difficulty parameter provides information about the general probability of a positive response to a particular item, and is very similar to the threshold parameter in liability models. The discrimination parameter value of an item indicates how strong the relationship is between the latent trait and the item response variable, and is therefore similar to a factor loading. Because latent scores are estimated conditional on the item parameters for the administered items, the scoring process becomes independent of the particular items in the test. For example, this allows the comparison of a child's achievement on a test with easy questions with the achievement of another child on a test with difficult questions. IRT test linking was applied in each cohort separately and used to link all data from one cohort to one common metric for Neuroticism and one common metric for Extraversion. For more details, see Supplementary Materials Online.

Appropriateness of Item Response Theory to harmonize Neuroticism and Extraversion scores {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We assessed whether the IRT Neuroticism and Extraversion scores in the 23 cohorts were truly independent of the specific inventory used. First, the appropriateness of linking tests *within cohorts* was investigated by testing basic assumptions of IRT models: the idea that scoring is independent of the specific item set that was administered (local independence), and unidimensionality. For every cohort and every inventory separately, item parameters were estimated based on data from individuals without missing data. Such a set of parameter values for a particular sample of items assessed in a particular sample is termed a calibration. Calibrations were also obtained for *combinations* of item sets from various inventories, if there was a subsample of individuals that was assessed with those inventories. Based on these calibrations, (i.e., sets of item parameter values), latent scores can be estimated for those individuals for which one has either complete data or data with some missing values, assuming these are missing at random. In order to investigate local independence, latent scores for a particular item set (say, item scores for NEO-PI-R) were estimated and compared based on different calibrations: one based on the calibration of several inventories combined (e.g., NEO-PI-R and EPQ-R Neuroticism) and one based on only one inventory (NEO-PI-R items). The resulting scores were then correlated. A correlation of 1 indicates that the estimated scores are completely independent of what inventory was used for assessment (see also Supplementary Materials Online).

Unidimensionality was assessed by plotting the test information curves (TICs) (Lord [@CR24]; van den Berg and Service [@CR38]) for inventories separately and with two or more inventories combined. If two tests measure the same underlying construct, the TIC of the tests combined should be the sum of the TICs of the two separate tests. These curves also show the increase in measurement precision for those individuals that were administered multiple inventories.

The choice for the above approach to assessing model fit, which is a bit unconventional, was motivated by the fact that the personality inventories are well-developed and validated instruments. Also, from previous research we know that two-parameter models generally are more appropriate for personality data than one- and three-parameter models (Chernyshenko et al. [@CR4]; Reise and Waller [@CR28]). As one aim is to use as much information as possible from the personality inventories, to establish a linear relationship between personality scales and an external variable, such as a SNP, we chose to retain all items in the analyses.

The above analysis determines whether within cohorts, items from inventories can be combined, that is, whether different inventories can be used to measure the same trait. In addition, it is important to assess whether *across cohorts*, the same trait is being measured. If Neuroticism and Extraversion were very differently expressed across cohorts, a meta-analysis is rather meaningless. Due to a host of reasons (culture, language, sample selection criteria, etc.), the same test items might have different parameters across cohorts. Ignoring these differences results in systematic bias when comparing individual sum scores from different cohorts. The assumption of equal item parameters across groups is usually termed measurement invariance (Meredith [@CR26]). If one item has different parameter values across groups, this is called differential item functioning (DIF) (Glas [@CR12], [@CR13]; Speliotes et al. [@CR35]). There are two ways of dealing with DIF, either (1) omitting the item entirely in estimating individual scores, or (2) allowing for different item parameters for that particular DIF item across groups (Weisscher et al. [@CR44]). The first approach leads to loss of information, so that the second is generally more attractive.

A new alternative Bayesian method for modeling measurement non-invariance (Verhagen and Fox [@CR42], [@CR43]) was applied to assess variance of item parameters across cohorts and that identifies true differences in means and variances of Neuroticism and Extraversion across cohorts, while controlling for any measurement non-invariance. The Bayesian approach allows for estimating complicated models in a straightforward way, and through hierarchical modeling one borrows statistical strength for small cohorts from information in larger cohorts. The Bayesian hierarchical approach assumes there is at least some violation of measurement invariance, and quantifies its extent. Since there are some important differences across cohorts in terms of population and language, we expect there will be at least some difference in item parameters across cohorts.

In the Bayesian hierarchical approach, item and person parameters are estimated using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo procedure, in which cohort-specific item parameters are considered level-1 parameters randomly distributed around overall mean item parameters at level 2. See Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} for a graph representation of the hierarchical structure of both item and person parameters across cohorts. As the identification constraint, the average difficulty of the items is assumed equal across cohorts. That is, cohorts may differ in mean and variance of the latent trait, and particular item parameters might be different across cohorts, but the *average* difficulty of items is the same (for example, in case of an IQ test for males and females: the assumption is that overall the test has the same difficulty, although it can be the case that some items are relatively more difficult for males, and other items are relatively more difficult for females). In addition, to identify the variance of the scale the product of the discrimination parameters was fixed at 1. Allowing for such random fluctuations in difficulty and discrimination across cohorts is also referred to as the assumption of approximate measurement invariance. This Bayesian method was only applied to NEO-FFI and EPQ-R test items, as for those tests, the numbers of cohorts were sufficiently large. We randomly selected 1,000 individuals from each cohort (or all individuals if sample size was smaller) and determined which items showed considerable DIF across cohorts by computing Bayes factors (Verhagen and Fox [@CR42], [@CR43]). When testing invariance hypotheses, an advantage of the Bayes factor is that you can gather evidence in favor of the (null) hypothesis of invariance. A Bayes factor smaller than 0.3 was regarded as clear evidence of DIF. A Bayes factor larger than 3 was regarded as evidence of measurement invariance (i.e., no DIF). Taking into account possible DIF, all individuals with either NEO or EPQ data were mapped to a common scale for Neuroticism and Extraversion and mean Neuroticism and Extraversion scores and variances were estimated for each cohort.Fig. 1A graph representation of the hierarchical model for measurement variance. Item parameters *ξ* (thresholds and discrimination parameter) are allowed to vary across cohorts, but person parameters are allowed to vary both across cohorts and within cohorts. Observed response *Y* ~*ijk*~ from person *i* in cohort *j* to item *k* is predicted by a latent score *θ* ~*ij*~ for that person and item parameters *ξ* ~*kj*~ for item *k* that is specific for cohort *j*

Significant DIF does not imply that its effects are dramatic. To assess the extent to which DIF results in different scoring, depending on what calibration is used, Neuroticism and Extraversion scores were estimated using different cohort-specific calibrations and these were compared. For example, how much would the estimated scores for individuals in the Dutch NTR sample differ if instead of using the NTR calibration (i.e., using item parameters as estimated using NTR data), the Finnish HBCS calibration were used? If measurement invariance holds perfectly, the correlation between the different score estimates should be very close to 1. These correlations were computed for NEO-FFI, NEO-PI-R and EPQ inventories in the appropriate cohorts.

Meta-analysis of heritability {#Sec8}
-----------------------------

In each of the 6 cohorts with twin data separately, twin correlations for the IRT latent trait scores were estimated using the structural equation modeling package OpenMx within the statistical software program R (Boker et al. [@CR3]). This was done by fitting a fully saturated model using full information likelihood to the data of twins in five sex-by-zygosity groups: monozygotic male twin pairs (MZM), dizygotic male twin pairs (DZM), monozygotic female twin pairs (MZM), dizygotic female twin pairs (DZM) and dizygotic twin pairs of opposite sex (DOS; if available in the particular cohort). Twin pairs in which Neuroticism and Extraversion scores were available for both twins were included, as well as twin pairs for which information was available for only one of the twins. In each cohort including a DOS group, 16 parameters were estimated: 5 means (5 sex by zygosity groups), 1 regression parameter for the effect of age on the means, 5 variances (5 sex by zygosity groups) and 5 covariances (for 5 sex by zygosity groups). In the cohorts without a DOS group, 4 means, 1 regression parameter for age, 4 variances and 4 covariances were estimated (13 parameters in total). The 4 or 5 covariances were standardized in each sex-by-zygosity group in order to obtain 4 or 5 twin correlations in each cohort. In addition, the 95 % confidence intervals for the twin correlations were computed. It was further tested whether the twin correlations could be constrained to be equal across sex (MZM = MZF and DZM = DZF = DOS).

Under the classical twin model assumptions, the expected MZ twin correlation is a function of the proportions of variance in a trait explained by additive (*h*^2^) and non-additive (*d*^2^) genetic effects: r(MZ) = *h*^2^ + *d*^2^. The expected DZ twin correlation is a different function of these two types of effects: r(DZ) = ½*h*^2^ + ¼*d*^2^. IRT-score-based twin correlations (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) were used as the basis to assess both qualitative and quantitative sex effects. This was done by fitting the same model to data from all six cohorts simultaneously allowing for different estimates of *h*^2^ and *d*^2^ in each sex, and allowing the opposite-sex twin correlation to be different from its expectation, ½*h*~*m*~*h*~*f*~ + ¼ *d*~*m*~*d*~*f*~. The estimates of parameters (*h*^2^, *e*^2^ and *d*^2^ by sex) thus were constrained to be the same across cohorts. First it was tested whether the correlation in opposite-sex twins could be equated to the expectation above (i.e. testing for qualitative sex effects). Next, it was tested whether the relative sizes of the genetic components could be equated across sexes, that is, whether *h*~*m*~^2^ = *h*~*f*~^2^ and *d*~*m*~^2^ = *d*~*f*~^2^. Lastly, it was tested whether non-additive genetic effects were present, by comparing the fit of the model with a model in which *d*^2^ = 0.Table 1Twin correlations for the IRT-based Neuroticism and Extraversion scoresCohortTwin pairsTraitr~MZ~N95 % CIr~DZ~N95 % CI7. FINNISH TWINSM--MNeuroticism0.4319980.39--0.470.2048620.16--0.23Extraversion0.4419990.40--0.480.1448610.11--0.17F--FNeuroticism0.4822260.45--0.520.1946580.16--0.22Extraversion0.5222270.49--0.550.1546630.12--0.18AllNeuroticism0.4642240.43--0.480.1995200.17--0.21Extraversion0.4842260.46--0.510.1495240.12--0.1712. MCTFRM--MNeuroticism0.539220.47--0.600.175060.05--0.28Extraversion0.529220.45--0.580.235060.11--0.34F--FNeuroticism0.4510540.38--0.520.265800.15--0.37Extraversion0.5110540.45--0.570.135800.02--0.25AllNeuroticism0.4819760.44--0.530.2210860.14--0.30Extraversion0.5219760.47--0.560.1710860.09--0.2515. NTRM--MNeuroticism0.4511240.40--0.500.228550.14--0.29Extraversion0.4711230.42--0.520.138550.06--0.21F--FNeuroticism0.5122490.47--0.540.2313910.17--0.28Extraversion0.4922480.46--0.520.2013920.14--0.26M--FNeuroticism------0.2120440.16--0.26Extraversion------0.1420440.09--0.19AllNeuroticism0.4933730.46--0.520.2242900.18--0.25Extraversion0.4833710.46--0.510.1642910.13--0.1918. QIMR adolescentsM--MNeuroticism0.513040.42--0.590.272520.15--0.38Extraversion0.493040.40--0.570.182520.06--0.30F--FNeuroticism0.393290.29--0.480.192680.07--0.30Extraversion0.453290.36--0.530.192680.07--0.31M--FNeuroticism------0.214630.13--0.30Extraversion------0.124630.03--0.21AllNeuroticism0.446330.38--0.500.229830.16--0.28Extraversion0.476330.40--0.530.169830.09--0.2219. QIMR\
adultsM--MNeuroticism0.4511820.40--0.500.118890.04--0.19Extraversion0.4811820.43--0.530.198890.11--0.26F--FNeuroticism0.4820750.45--0.520.2214350.17--0.28Extraversion0.4820750.44--0.510.1614350.11--0.21M--FNeuroticism------0.1318270.08--0.18Extraversion------0.1418270.09--0.19AllNeuroticism0.4732570.44--0.500.1641510.13--0.19Extraversion0.4832570.45--0.510.1641510.12--0.1921. STRM--MNeuroticism0.5431880.51--0.560.1848410.15--0.21Extraversion0.5431880.51--0.560.2548410.22--0.28F--FNeuroticism0.4528300.42--0.490.1646250.13--0.19Extraversion0.4428300.41--0.480.2046250.17--0.23AllNeuroticism0.5160180.49--0.530.1994660.17--0.21Extraversion0.5260180.50--0.540.2694660.23--0.28*r* ~*MZ*~ correlation in monozygotic twin pairs, *r* ~*DZ*~ correlation in dizygotic twin pairs, *N* number of twin pairs (pairs are included with personality data for both twins and with data for one twin), *95* *% CI* 95 % confidence interval, *M--M* male--male twin pairs,*F*--*F* female--female twin pairs, *M--F* male--female twin pairs, *All* twin pairs combined across gender

Power study {#Sec9}
-----------

For the NTR and the QIMR-adult cohorts, the increase in statistical power for a GWAS on Neuroticism was determined that results from the increase in sample size and measurement precision due to the IRT test linking. A baseline condition of using 12 NEO-FFI items as in a previous meta-analysis (De Moor et al. [@CR7]) was compared with using all available data from NEO-PI-R and other available inventories. We assumed that genotype data was non-missing for all phenotypes. Power was computed for a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) explaining 0.1 % of true phenotypic variance (latent trait) with allele frequency 0.5. Item data were simulated with parameter settings equal to the observed parameter estimates in the empirical data. Sample sizes were also the same as in the empirical data. For each power estimate, 100 data sets were simulated and analyzed, and the proportion of *p*-values smaller than 10^−8^ was calculated.

Results {#Sec10}
=======

Estimating Neuroticism and Extraversion scores {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------------

Personality scores were estimated for 160,671 (Neuroticism) and 160,713 individuals (Extraversion). Correlations between estimated latent scores and sum scores were high for Neuroticism (79 % of the correlations \>0.90, and 50 % \>0.95; lowest correlation 0.73) and moderately high for Extraversion (82 % of the correlations \>0.80, and 48 % \>0.90; lowest correlation 0.60) (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Correlations were highest with NEO, EPQ and IPIP-based sum scores, and lowest with TCI-based sum scores.Table 2Correlations between the IRT-based Neuroticism and Extraversion scores and the personality inventory-based sum scoresNeuroticismExtraversionCohort**NrNr**1. ALSPAC6,0680.98 (IPIP)6,0720.97 (IPIP)2. BLSA1,9170.96 (NEO-PI-R)1,9170.97 (NEO-PI-R)3. CILENTO8000.97 (NEO-PI-R)8000.98 (NEO-PI-R)4. COGEND2,7120.98 (NEO-FFI)2,7120.98 (NEO-FFI)5. EGCUT1,7300.98 (NEO-PI-3)1,7300.98 (NEO-PI-3)6. ERF2,4740.93 (NEO-FFI)2,4790.87 (NEO-FFI)7. FINNISH TWINS30,0730.96 (NEO-FFI)\
0.98 (EPI)30,1200.94 (NEO-FFI)\
0.97 (EPI)8. HBCS1,6980.91 (NEO-PI-R)\
0.85 (TCI)1,6980.92 (NEO-PI-R)\
0.63 (TCI)9. KORCULA8100.97 (EPQ)8090.79 (EPQ)10. LBC19214780.96 (IPIP)4780.98 (IPIP)11. LBC19361,0320.92 (NEO-FFI)\
0.92 (IPIP)1,0320.85 (NEO-FFI)\
0.93 (IPIP)12. MCTFR9,0630.97 (MPQ)9,0630.96 (MPQ)13. NBS1,8180.96 (EPQ)1,8210.96 (EPQ)14. NESDA2,9610.99 (NEO-FFI)2,9610.96 (NEO-FFI)15. NTR31,2990.91 (NEO-FFI)\
0.89 (ABV)31,2940.85 (NEO-FFI)\
0.86 (ABV)16. ORCADES6020.98 (EPQ)6020.88 (EPQ)17. PAGES4760.95 (NEO-PI-R)\
0.73 (TCI)4760.93 (NEO-PI-R)\
0.60 (TCI)18. QIMR-adolescents4,1000.93 (NEO-PI-R)\
0.94 (NEO-FFI)\
0.86 (JEPQ)4,1000.88 (NEO-PI-R)\
0.77 (NEO-FFI)\
0.81 (JEPQ)19. QIMR-adults26,6810.94 (NEO-PI-R)\
0.92 (NEO-FFI)\
0.86 (EPQ)\
0.88 (TCI)\
0.87 (MPQ)26,6810.90 (NEO-PI-R)\
0.89 (NEO-FFI)\
0.94 (EPQ)\
0.64 (TCI)\
0.85 (MPQ)20. SAGE-COGA6490.97 (TCI)6490.89 (TCI)21. STR30,2640.96 (EPI)30,2530.97 (EPI)22. VIS9090.98 (EPQ)9090.75 (EPQ)23. YOUNG FINNS2,0570.97 (NEO-FFI)2,0570.96 (NEO-FFI)TOTAL160,671160,713

Appropriateness of Item Response Theory to harmonize Neuroticism and Extraversion scores {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess whether test linking was successful within the seven cohorts that assessed more than one personality inventory, latent scores were computed based on different calibrations. In the majority of cohorts, the correlations among estimated scores were very high for most of the inventories (r \> 0.96). Only for TCI Neuroticism in the HBCS cohort, was the correlation lower (r = 0.87). Thus, the latent scores are largely independent of the inventories included. TICs for these cohorts are presented in Supplementary Figs. 4--27. Supplementary Figs. 11, 14, 18, and 20 thru 23 show that combining tests always leads to higher information content, and therefore more measurement precision for those individuals with multiple-inventory data. However, the TICs of the combined tests are not a simple sum of the TICs of the individual tests, showing that the personality inventories largely, but not completely, measure the same phenotypes.

To assess whether personality scores could be compared *across* cohorts, latent scores in each cohort were estimated several times based on different values for the item parameters coming from different cohorts (different calibrations). That is, a certain pattern of item responses was used to estimate the latent trait based on the item parameters as calibrated in one cohort, and this was repeated but then using item parameters as calibrated in another cohort. The correlations (see Supplementary Tables 4 and 5) are generally very high (most \>0.95; only 3 out of the 84 \< 0.90, with the lowest correlation 0.81). Thus, ranking is not much affected by the particular cohort that individuals were in.

Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} display item parameter values for the NEO-FFI and EPQ-R Neuroticism and Extraversion items for all cohorts in which these inventories were assessed. These parameters are based on a Bayesian hierarchical analysis (Verhagen and Fox [@CR42], [@CR43]) which takes into account any potential mean and variance differences across cohorts. All Bayes factors were smaller than 0.3. However, the item parameters were largely the same across cohorts for most items, with few striking differences. Item parameters tend to be more similar when cohorts have the same language. An example is NEO-FFI Neuroticism item 9 ('At times I have been so ashamed I just wanted to hide') for which the two Finnish cohorts show somewhat different item parameter values compared to the other cohorts. Examples from the NEO-FFI Extraversion scale are items 10 ('I don't consider myself especially "light-hearted" (R)) and 11 ('I am a cheerful, high-spirited person') that show differences across English speaking (red lines) and Dutch speaking cohorts (green lines). Similarly for the EPQ-R items, where item parameters for the Croatian cohorts (black lines) are very similar, as are the parameters for the English-speaking cohorts (green lines), with clear differences between the two language groups. This suggests some evidence for measurement variance across cohorts, which could be due to slightly different item content after translation.Fig. 2Parameter estimates (thresholds and discrimination parameters) for 12 items (*x*-axis) from the NEO-FFI personality inventory for different cohorts, separately for Neuroticism and Extraversion. In *black*, the item parameter values for Finnish language cohorts, in *green* for Dutch language cohorts, and in *red* for English language cohorts (Color figure online)Fig. 3Parameter estimates (thresholds and discrimination parameters) for 12 items (*x*-axis) from the EPQ-R personality inventory for different cohorts, separately for Neuroticism and Extraversion. In *black*, the item parameter values for Croatian cohorts, in *green* for English language cohorts, and in *red* for a Dutch language cohort (Color figure online)

Allowing for these significant deviations from measurement invariance across cohorts by applying the Bayesian model, Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} show uncorrected means and variances per cohort, as measured by the NEO-FFI and EPQ-R items. Note that we included all cohorts with NEO data (NEO-PI-R or NEO-FFI), but using only the 12 items that are part of both the NEO-PI-R and the NEO-FFI. NESDA shows the highest mean Neuroticism score (which is expected given that it concerns a sample selected for depression and anxiety) and PAGES the lowest mean for NEO data. For NEO Extraversion, the QIMR adolescents show the highest mean (as expected based on their age), and CILENTO the lowest mean. Based on the EPQ data, the Croatian samples have the highest Neuroticism and Extraversion scores, and ORCADES the lowest. Some variance differences across cohorts are also observed, which can partly be explained by differences in age distribution, birth cohort and inclusion criteria. Note that for the NEO, the variances for Neuroticism are larger than for Extraversion, which is explained by the higher reliability of the Neuroticism scale. This is because in the hierarchical modeling, in order to identify scale, the product of the discrimination parameters was fixed at 1, both for Neuroticism and for Extraversion. Larger variance of the latent trait implies that in case the latent variance was fixed to a constant instead of the discrimination parameters, the discrimination parameters would be higher for Neuroticism than for Extraversion. As these discrimination parameters are used for computing test information (Lord [@CR24]), and therefore reliability, we can conclude that Neuroticism is more reliably assessed than Extraversion.Table 3Estimated means and variances of IRT-based Neuroticism and Extraversion latent scores based on NEO-FFI item data, after taking into account measurement non-invariance across cohortsNeuroticismExtraversionCohortMean (SE)VarianceMean (SE)Variance2. BLSA−0.93 (0.04)0.930.50 (0.03)0.563. CILENTO−0.14 (0.03)0.43−0.15 (0.04)0.254. COGEND−0.45 (0.03)0.690.40 (0.03)0.395. ERF−0.28 (0.02)0.380.06 (0.03)0.236. EGCUT−0.16 (0.03)0.370.04 (0.04)0.117. FINNISH TWINS−0.41 (0.04)0.740.34 (0.03)0.418. HBCS−0.59 (0.04)0.650.13 (0.06)0.3711. LBC1936−0.77 (0.04)1.100.25 (0.03)0.5014. NESDA0.05 (0.04)1.120.03 (0.03)0.6215. NTR−0.69 (0.04)0.880.57 (0.03)0.5517. PAGES−1.02 (0.05)0.740.28 (0.07)0.5018. QIMR adolescents−0.11 (0.03)0.600.68 (0.03)0.4919. QIMR adults−0.43 (0.03)0.810.36 (0.03)0.4023. YOUNG FINNS−0.73 (0.04)1.240.50 (0.03)0.61Overall average−0.47 (0.09)0.12^a^0.28 (0.07)0.07^aa^Between cohort varianceTable 4Estimated means and variances of IRT-based Neuroticism and Extraversion latent scores based on EPQ-R item data, after taking into account measurement non-invariance across cohortsNeuroticismExtraversionCohortMean (SE)VarianceMean (SE)Variance9. Korcula−0.55 (0.06)2.281.41 (0.07)2.1013. NBS−1.33 (0.07)2.940.60 (0.07)3.5216. ORCADES−1.47 (0.08)2.560.36 (0.08)3.1019. QIMR adults−0.72 (0.06)2.350.76 (0.07)4.1222. VIS−0.33 (0.06)2.221.10 (0.06)2.02Overall average−0.83 (0.23)0.30^a^0.82 (0.21)0.23^aa^Between cohort variance

Meta-analysis of heritability {#Sec13}
-----------------------------

MZ twin correlations for the estimated Neuroticism and Extraversion scores ranged between 0.39 and 0.54 (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). DZ correlations were typically smaller than half the MZ correlations, suggesting non-additive genetic effects on variation in Neuroticism and Extraversion. Significant sex differences in same-sex twin correlations (*p* value \<0.01) were found in the MCTFR, Finnish Twin and STR cohorts, but not in the NTR and two QIMR cohorts. The NTR and QIMR cohorts included opposite-sex twins. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows that in the NTR and in the QIMR adolescent cohorts, the opposite-sex twin correlations are not significantly different from the same-sex DZ twin correlations, nor are the male same-sex DZ twin correlations different from the female same-sex DZ twin correlations. Only in the QIMR-adult cohort, there is some evidence of a larger same-sex DZ correlation for Neuroticism in females compared to males.

In the meta-analysis of the 27 twin correlations in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, the base model for Neuroticism with 5 parameters (*h*~m~, *h*~f~, *d*~m~, *d*~f~, and one for allowing the opposite-sex twin correlation to differ from its expectation under the hypothesis of no qualitative sex differences) did not show a better fit than one where the opposite-sex twin correlation was equated to its expected value (total N = 29,496 pairs). The base model χ^2^ was 88.33, and the restricted model χ^2^ was 88.89, a non-significant change with 1 degree of freedom. Next, this restricted model with qualitatively the same additive and non-additive genetic effects for males and females was compared with a model that specified that the proportions additive and non-additive genetic variance were equal across sexes. This model had a χ^2^ statistic of 91.63, a non-significant increase of the χ^2^ statistic by 2.74 for 2 degrees of freedom. Next, it was tested whether the non-additive genetic effects could be dropped from the model. The χ^2^ statistic increased to 170.39, which is highly significant. Thus, for Neuroticism, both additive and non-additive genetic effects seem to be operating, which seem to be the same in males and females, and of equal importance in males and females. Proportions of additive and non-additive genetic variance were estimated at 27 and 21 %, respectively.

For Extraversion (total N = 29,501 pairs), the base model had a χ^2^ of 97.15. Restricting the opposite-sex twin correlation led to a χ^2^ of 104.67, a difference of 7.54, which is significant at one degree of freedom. We therefore allowed for qualitative sex difference when testing for quantitative sex differences (equating *h*~m~ to *h*~f~, and *d*~m~, to *d*~f~,). This restriction led to a χ^2^ of 101.20, a non-significant change of 4.06 at 2 degrees of freedom, *p* = 0.13. Thus, there seem to be only qualitative differences in genetic variance components. Dropping non-additive genetic variance from the model resulted in a significantly higher χ^2^ statistic, of 194.60, a difference of 93.40.

Thus, for Extraversion, there are qualitative sex differences in the additive and non-additive genetic effects, but the additive and non-additive genetic effects are of equal magnitude in males and females: 24 % and 25 %, respectively. The χ^2^ statistic for these qualitative sex differences was relatively small given the large sample size, but nevertheless, the opposite sex twin correlation was a factor 0.76 smaller than expected under no qualitative differences (i.e., 0.14 instead of 0.18).

Power study {#Sec14}
-----------

For the NTR cohort, the statistical power to detect a SNP at the genome-wide significance level that explains 0.1 % of the true phenotypic variance (latent trait) with an allele frequency of 0.5 when using only the 12 NEO-FFI items was 18 % (N = 5,299 individuals with NEO-FFI data on Neuroticism) and increased to 44 % when using IRT scores based on both NEO-FFI and ABV data (N = 31,309 individuals with either NEO-FFI data, ABV data or both). In the QIMR-adult sample, the power with only 12 NEO-FFI items was 0 % (N = 3,712). Using all available data from all inventories and analyzing IRT scores yielded a power of 30 % (N = 26,692). Thus, the power in GWAS substantially increases if item data from multiple inventories are included, if available.

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

This study examined for Neuroticism and Extraversion personality traits whether measures from different inventories could be harmonized using IRT test linking. The IRT analyses showed that the linked scores for Neuroticism and Extraversion that were estimated in \>160,000 individuals from 23 cohorts were largely independent of the particular inventory. The success of this approach is demonstrated by the power study that showed a clear increase in statistical power to find a genetic variant associated with personality that is mainly the result of an increase in sample size.

The NEO, Eysenck and IPIP inventories were especially conducive to being linked. Linking was slightly less successful for TCI and MPQ with the NEO, Eysenck and IPIP inventories. The mapping of Harm Avoidance onto Neuroticism, despite theoretical differences between the concepts, was found to be relatively good. However, the mapping of Reward Dependence to Extraversion was less feasible, as was suspected. Such imperfect linking results in bias when individuals are ranked, which is very important in for example educational settings (e.g. pass/fail decisions on a test or determining the final class rank). However, when scientific interest is in population effects, like a correlation in twins or between the phenotype and a SNP, results are highly satisfactory. When dealing with non-identical but correlated traits, an alternative could be the use of multidimensional IRT models (van den Berg and Service [@CR38]), because such models allow for relatively low correlations between multiple latent construct, but still enable borrowing statistical information from the respective sets of items, which leads to more precise estimation of latent scores.

Across cohorts, personality scores were largely comparable; that is, the extent of measurement variance was overall not large. We did, however, observe measurement variance for a few cohorts and for some items. Differences in item parameters across cohorts seem largest in cohorts with different spoken languages, suggesting cultural and/or language effects on some of the items. As a consequence, the estimated latent scores across cohorts are not based on completely identical scales. Again, for individual scoring this has consequences (e.g., a person's ranking within a population), but these imperfections have little effect on results for population effects, because the correlation of two scores based on different calibrations was generally very high. Overall, the conclusion is that data pooling within cohorts and subsequently pooling results across cohorts in a meta-analysis is meaningful for Neuroticism and Extraversion and these inventories. As the power study showed, such pooling of data within cohorts can lead to a potentially large increase in statistical power. Such increase in power is largely due to the increase in sample size, but also of using more phenotypic information per individual.

Note that IRT test linking is always *possible*: the only requirement is that there is either overlap in individuals that were administered several inventories, or overlap in items, when some items are present in multiple inventories. It remains however to be determined whether the linking leads to psychometrically sound re-scaled phenotypes in order to for the test linking to be meaningful and successful.

Based on six cohorts with twin data, the meta-analysis broad-sense heritability was 48 % for Neuroticism and 49 % for Extraversion (total N = 29,496 and 29,501 twin pairs, respectively). There was clear evidence of non-additive genetic variance for both traits. Although this finding could be partly due to a scale effect (the test information curves are slightly skewed, so therefore the distributions of sum scores *and* IRT score estimates are skewed as well, see (van den Berg et al. [@CR39]; van den Berg and Service [@CR38]), the relatively large size of the dominance genetic variance component suggests there is truly non-additive gene action. Sex differences in the kind of, and the relative size of, genetic factors on Neuroticism and Extraversion were suggested in only a subset of cohorts. The meta-analysis showed that qualitative sex effects were only significant for Extraversion. Proportions of additive and non-additive genetic variance were not significantly different across sexes.

We reported high correlations among the IRT-based scores and the sum scores for the specific personality inventories. One may argue that sum scores can serve just as well in analyses. There are several reasons however why the IRT approach is superior. First, the IRT approach leads to less biased estimates for Neuroticism and Extraversion if not exactly the same set of items is administered to all individuals, as was often the case in the cohorts because of missing data or because of assessing multiple inventories or versions. In addition, the IRT approach results in increased measurement precision for individuals who have been assessed using multiple inventories. Without fitting an IRT model, it is not clear how to weigh items from different inventories. Moreover, by using IRT, groups of individuals within cohorts with different item sets can be compared since all individuals are scored on one common metric, once linking is possible. Lastly, and most importantly, the IRT approach enables one to make explicit the extent to which item data from multiple inventories can be combined, both within and across cohorts. When simply using sum scores for different inventories separately and pooling results, it remains unknown whether this is actually appropriate.

When estimating latent trait scores, we preferred linking inventories within cohorts, but not across cohorts. Arguably, linking across cohorts would be even better, scaling all individuals from all cohorts to one common metric. Although theoretically possible, it can be infeasible in practice. In our study, it would require analyzing hundreds of items in over 160,000 individuals in one analysis, which is computationally infeasible. This approach would also only be possible if all inventories could in fact be linked to one another. In our study, this was not the case; for instance, different versions with different answer categories of the same inventory were used in different cohorts.

Limitations of the current study are that we did not include all items in cases of repeated measures, item data were assumed to be missing at random (Little and Rubin [@CR23]), and we preselected items to belong to Neuroticism or Extraversion, rather than making this choice data-driven. Future extensions of the IRT linking approach may address these issues. Also note that our method deals with harmonization of continuously distributed data. Generally, harmonization of case--control status requires a different approach, but in cases where diagnosis is based on cut-off scores on continuous measures (e.g. a symptom count), the application of IRT models could prove helpful; IRT models are also used to compare pass/fail decisions in educational measurement where students are differentially assessed.

To conclude, the IRT results show that the Neuroticism and Extraversion item data from different inventories in different cohorts can be harmonized (for general recommendations and an example R analysis script, see Supplementary Materials Online). The harmonized phenotypes can now also be confidently correlated with brain measures or used in a GWA study. The IRT analysis is not only useful for harmonizing phenotypes, it is also informative regarding the power to find significant genetic variants of various allele frequencies. The TICs show where in the distribution of Neuroticism and Extraversion scores there is most phenotypic information. Relating these TICs to the power a phenotypic test might give in a GWAS (van den Berg and Service [@CR38]), we conclude that there generally is more power to detect low frequency genetic variants associated with scoring at the low end of the Extraversion distribution than towards the high end of the distribution. Similarly, there is more power to detect low-frequency genetic variants associated with scoring above-average on Neuroticism, compared to scoring below-average. Overall, the phenotypic information content is higher for Neuroticism than for Extraversion in most cohorts, suggesting more power to find loci for Neuroticism than for Extraversion. Combined with the finding of more additive genetic variance in Neuroticism than in Extraversion, we expect that Neuroticism loci will be easier to find than Extraversion loci.
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